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[1] Mean Dynamic Ocean Topography (MDT) is the difference between the time-
averaged sea surface height and the geoid. Combining sea level and geoid measurements,
which are both attained primarily by satellite, is complicated by ocean variability and
differences in resolved spatial scales. Accurate knowledge of the MDT is particularly
difficult in the Southern Ocean as this region is characterized by high temporal variability,
relatively short spatial scales, and a lack of in situ gravity observations. In this study, four
recent Southern Ocean MDT products are evaluated along with an MDT diagnosed from a
Southern Ocean state estimate. MDT products differ in some locations by more than the
nominal error bars. Attempts to decrease this discrepancy by accounting for temporal
differences in the time period each product represents were unsuccessful, likely due to
issues regarding resolved spatial scales. The mean mass transport of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (ACC) system can be determined by combining the MDT products
with climatological ocean density fields. On average, MDT products predict higher
ACC transports than inferred from observations. More importantly, the MDT products
imply an unrealistic lack of mass conservation that cannot be explained by the a priori
uncertainties. MDT estimates can possibly be improved by accounting for an ocean
mass balance constraint.
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1. Introduction

[2] Mean dynamic ocean topography (MDT) defines the
mean stream function of the ocean’s geostrophic surface
flow. Since 1992, satellite altimeters have reliably provided
measurements of the time-dependent variations in sea sur-
face height, which represent the time-varying component
of the dynamic ocean topography. However, altimeters are
unable to detect the MDT, because most of the spatial vari-
ability in the time mean measured signal is associated with
the Earth’s geoid. Knowledge of the MDT is nonetheless
critical for a number of reasons: in combination with alti-
metric sea surface height measurements the MDT provides
the information needed to evaluate the absolute instanta-
neous streamlines, to assess eddy mean flow interactions,
and to constrain dynamic sea surface height in ocean data
assimilation. In this study we focus on the MDT in the
Southern Ocean, which presents particular challenges due to
a paucity of in situ observations, complex topography,
strong variability, the presence of sea ice, and the prevailing
strong winds that drive the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.

[3] In some altimetric studies, the MDT has been esti-
mated from climatologies developed from in situ observa-
tions of the ocean’s temperature and salinity fields [e.g., Qiu,
1995; Sallée et al., 2008], but these fields have the disad-
vantage of depending on identifying a level of “no motion”
or “known motion” [see, e.g., Wunsch, 1996] and may also
be poor representations of mean conditions if in situ data
are sparse or seasonally biased. Approaches based strictly on
hydrographic data seem particularly likely to be problematic
in the Southern Ocean, where historic data are sparse and
where available in situ velocity observations suggest sub-
stantial nonzero bottom velocities [Donohue et al., 2000;
Gille, 2003; Chereskin et al., 2009] that, to date, have not
been well characterized.
[4] In the last decade, a variety of MDT products have

been developed that rely on independent ocean velocity
information and/or gravity data and therefore avoid depend-
ing on assumptions about flow at a reference level. These
MDT products fall into three general categories, each of
which presents its own difficulties. One category infers the
MDT by combining surface drifter velocities with ship-based
hydrographic data [Niiler et al., 2003; Rio and Hernandez,
2003], but may be biased in regions with strong winds,
either because the drogues experience a wind slip that is
difficult to correct in the high-wind conditions of the
Southern Ocean [e.g., Niiler et al., 2003; Elipot and Gille,
2009] or because drogue losses have often remained unde-
tected [Grodsky et al., 2011]. A second category of MDT
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product combines altimetry data with gravity data, the latter
coming largely from the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiments (GRACE) satellites with possible additional
information from in situ gravity observations [e.g., Tapley
et al., 2003, 2005; Pavlis et al., 2008], but no in situ
oceanographic data. These MDT products have heightened
uncertainty in regions of major ocean currents, as the scales
associated with these flows are typically unresolved by
GRACE. In situ gravity measurements can provide infor-
mation about the geoid in these regions, but in the Southern
Ocean few in situ gravity measurements have been made. A
third category of MDT product represents a hybrid
approach, which augments available altimetry and gravity
observations with in situ oceanographic observations [e.g.,
Rio and Hernandez, 2004; Maximenko and Niiler, 2005;
Rio et al., 2009]. Since these products make use of a large
range of relevant observations, they have the potential to
produce an improved MDT, but the methods may not be
sufficient to eliminate potential biases introduced by surface
drifter wind slip. Moreover the sparseness of available in situ
observations is problematic for suppressing eddy signals and
determining the true MDT. For these hybrid approaches to
be successful requires adequate knowledge of the error
structure in each individual data set.
[5] In this study we evaluate the performance of four

MDT products in the Southern Ocean, two based strictly on
altimetry and gravity data and two hybrid products. Since
MDT is nominally time invariant one might expect the four
products to agree within formal uncertainty estimates. This
is particularly true since all four products use GRACE sat-
ellite data and satellite altimetry data as a starting point,
meaning that the bulk of the observations used to infer the
MDT are similar in all products. Indeed, in parts of the
Southern Ocean the four products show remarkable agree-
ment. However, as this study shows, in other regions, we
find substantial differences between the products, exceeding
the order 10 cm uncertainty tested or estimated in recent
studies [Stammer et al., 2007; Vossepoel, 2007; Andersen
and Knudsen, 2009].
[6] Independent observations are not available for the

MDT, so there are no simple means to assess MDT products
by comparing against “ground truth.” One test is to consider
whether MDT products are consistent with our knowledge of
the large-scale ocean circulation. Ocean dynamics are
largely in thermal wind balance. Thus, the ocean horizontal

density gradient is proportional to the vertical shear of
velocity: ry ∝ uz. Although ocean velocity measurements
are sparse, temperature and salinity (and thus density)
observations have comparatively greater coverage, and this
information can be used to determine geostrophic velocity
relative to the velocity at a specified reference depth zref,
as u(z) =

R
zref
z (∂zu)dz + u(zref). For this study, we use the

MDT gradient to provide the geostrophic reference
velocity at the ocean surface: u(zref) = (g/f)∂yMDT, where
g is gravity and f is the Coriolis parameter. We then use
hydrographic observations and the thermal wind relation to
extend the ocean velocity estimates through the water
column and determine total transport. Following oceano-
graphic convention, we make the Boussinesq approxima-
tion of incompressibility, and thus volume conservation
becomes the appropriate surrogate for mass conservation.
[7] ACC volume transport estimates typically range

between 130 Sv and 150 Sv (see Table 1 or references of
Cunningham et al. [2003] and Mazloff et al. [2010]). At a
basic level, we expect the transport of the Antarctic Cir-
cumpolar Current to be consistent at all longitudes. Thus, the
mean volume transport through Drake Passage (south of
South America) should be approximately equal to the
transport south of Africa, and should be about 10 to 20 Sv
less than the transport south of Australia to account for the
Indonesian Throughflow [e.g., Georgi and Toole, 1982;
Sprintall et al., 2009]. Our results will show otherwise: we
find that the volume transport through these topographic
constrictions is not conserved to within estimated uncer-
tainty, thus implying that for this measure, the MDT pro-
ducts are inconsistent with ocean observations.
[8] A more refined approach to assessing MDT products

is to ask whether they are consistent not just with ACC
transport conservation constraints, but also more broadly
with the full suite of dynamical and observational constraints
employed in an assimilating ocean model. Assimilating
ocean models determine best estimates of the ocean state that
are consistent both with physics and observations. Best
estimates of MDT that emerge from ocean data assimilation
efforts have been used in a number of studies as benchmarks
for evaluating MDT [Bingham and Haines, 2006; Stammer
et al., 2007; Foerste et al., 2008; Pavlis et al., 2008]. Here
we make use of the Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE)
[Mazloff et al., 2010], which is a regional version of the MIT

Table 1. ACC Transport Estimatesa

Reference ACC Transport Estimate Info

Georgi and Toole [1982] 137 Sv SR1
Whitworth [1985] 134 � 11.2 Sv SR1
Cunningham et al. [2003] 136.7 � 7.8 Sv ISOS, SR1, deepest common level
Macdonald and Wunsch [1996] 142 � 5 Sv SR1, static inverse model
Ganachaud and Wunsch [2000] 140 � 6 Sv SR1, static inverse model
Sloyan and Rintoul [2001] 135 � 1 Sv SR1, static inverse model
Renault et al. [2011] 145 � 8.8, 137.9 � 10.5 Â Sv SR1, direct velocity measurements
Ganachaud and Wunsch [2000] 157 � 10 Sv SR3, static inverse model
Rintoul and Sokolov [2001] 147 � 10 Sv SR3
Mazloff et al. [2010] 153 � 5 Sv SR1, assimilating model
Mazloff et al. [2010] 154 � 5 Sv SR2, assimilating model
Mazloff et al. [2010] 164 � 6 Sv SR3, assimilating model

aSR1, SR2, and SR3 are the identifiers for the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) Southern Ocean repeat lines
depicted in Figure 2.
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global circulation model (MITgcm; evolved from Marshall
et al. [1997] that has been used extensively for global
ocean state estimates [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2007]. We
adopt a novel approach to constrain SOSE to all four MDT
products simultaneously in order to cross compare their
consistency in the optimization. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the MDT products that are
analyzed and evaluates their differences. We discuss our
attempt to bring them into consistency by accounting for the
temporal sampling differences. In section 3 we combine the
MDT products with hydrography to evaluate ACC trans-
ports and discuss uncertainties present in our transport cal-
culation. The consistency of the SOSE and MDT products is
assessed in section 4. We summarize our conclusions in
section 5.

2. Comparison of Mean Dynamic Ocean
Topography Products for the Southern Ocean

2.1. MDT Data Products

[9] We analyze four MDT products (Table 2) that are
widely used in oceanographic research. All four make use
of satellite gravity data collected by GRACE [e.g., Tapley
et al., 2003]. Here we introduce the products, discuss their
temporal sampling, and assess root-mean-square differences
between the products.
2.1.1. GGM02C
[10] GRACE consists of two satellites that orbit at 485 km

above the surface, with a separation of 220 km. The satellites
use a microwave ranging system to track small changes in
their separation.
[11] GRACE data alone have been used to produce a

gravity model identified as GGM02S [Tapley et al., 2005].
We use an MDT product computed as the difference between
the University of Texas Center for Space Research mean sea
surface (CSRMSS98) and the GGM02C gravity field, which
merges GGM02S with terrestrial gravity information (http://
www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/gravity/ggm02/). This configura-
tion produces a MDT field with a spatial resolution of about
500 km, and this resolution is limited by the elevation of the
GRACE satellites, as well as measurement accuracy and
satellite separation. Smoothing was needed in GGM02C to
eliminate significant meridional striping [Swenson and
Wahr, 2006]. For the Southern Ocean, where in situ gravity
data are rare, GGM02S and GGM02C are expected to be
effectively the same. Both the mean sea surface from

altimeter observations and the geoid from GRACE are
represented in spherical harmonics to degree and order 120
[Tapley and Kim, 2000], and the difference between them
provides an estimate of the MDT. Although the spatial res-
olution is 300 km or less at degree and order 120, the MDT
fields are smoothed, with a radius of influence of 500 km
[Tapley et al., 2005].
2.1.2. EGM08
[12] The Earth Gravitational Model 2008 (EGM2008),

like GGM02C, is based on GRACE data, and also incorpo-
rates additional gravity and terrain data, which allows for
higher spatial resolution in geographic regions where suffi-
cient data are available. The MDT (here referred to as
EGM08, while specified as DOT2008A on http://earth-info.
nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/oceano.html)
is determined from the difference between the Danish
National Space Center mean sea surface (DNSC08B) and
the EGM2008 geoid [Pavlis et al., 2008; Andersen and
Knudsen, 2009]. While the use of supplemental data could
in principle result in an MDT product with higher spatial
resolution, in reality there have been virtually no in situ or
airborne gravity measurements in the Southern Ocean, and
EGM08 is not expected to have higher spatial resolution
than GGM02C.
2.1.3. MN05
[13] One potential strategy for increasing the spatial reso-

lution and reducing the uncertainty of the MDT is to use in
situ oceanographic observations to refine the estimate
derived from GRACE observations. Maximenko and Niiler
[2005] derived an MDT estimate by combining the large-
scale mean sea level based on GRACE and satellite altimetry
with the mesoscale sea level tilt derived from the momentum
balance as deduced from drifter, satellite altimeter, and wind
data [Maximenko and Niiler, 2005;Maximenko et al., 2009].
2.1.4. CNES-CLS09
[14] Rio et al. [2009] have developed an MDT product

that is somewhat similar in concept to that of MN05. In their
approach, a satellite-based MDT is first computed by sub-
tracting the geoid model EIGEN-2 [Reigber et al., 2003]
from the mean sea surface height CLS01 (http://www.cls.fr/)
determined from 7 years of altimetric data (TOPEX and
ERS1,2) at spherical harmonic degree 30. This MDT is then
refined to provide scales shorter than 660 km using ocean-
ographic data. This solution serves as a first guess for the
computation of a global and higher resolution MDT that
combines in situ and altimetric data. The TOPEX/ERS1,2

Table 2. MDT Products, Mean Sea Surface and Geoid Product They Are Based on With Their Respective Time Periods, Resolution,
Reference, and Type

MDT MSS, Geoid Based on Grid Resolution Reference Type in Short

EGM08 DNSC08B (1993–2004) 1/60° � 1/60° Pavlis et al. [2008] geoid + altimetry
GGM02C (Apr 2002 to Dec 2003)

GGM02C CLS01 (1993–2004) 1/2° � 1/2° Tapley et al. [2005] geoid + altimetry
GGM02C (Apr 2002 to Dec 2003)

CNES-CLS09 MSS-CNES-CLS10 (1993–1999) 1/4° � 1/4° Rio et al. [2009] hybrid
EIGEN-GRGS.RL02 (Mar 2003 to Sep 2007)
drifters (1993–2008)
MDTs (1993–2007)

MN05 drifters (1992–2002) 1/2° � 1/2° Maximenko and Niiler [2005] hybrid
GGM01 (Mar 2002 to Nov 2002)

SOSE 2005–2007 1/6° � 1/6° Mazloff et al. [2010] assimilating
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anomalies are subtracted from in situ measurements of the
full dynamical signal (based on buoy velocities from the
WOCE-TOGA and XBT, CTD). The resulting estimates of
the local mean field are used to improve the first guess using
an inverse technique [Rio et al., 2009]. This MDT product is
released by AVISO (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/).
2.1.5. SOSE
[15] Finally, we compare the four MDT products with the

MDT that is determined by the Southern Ocean State Esti-
mate (SOSE). SOSE is produced with the central purpose
of attaining a best estimate of the Southern Ocean state for
the years 2005 to 2007. The model is configured with 1/6°
horizontal resolution, 42 vertical layers, and an open north-
ern boundary. It is fit by constrained least squares to a large
observational data set [Mazloff et al., 2010]. The bulk of the
constraints come from sea surface height anomaly and Argo
observations, but also include derived sea surface tempera-
ture and sea ice concentration data as well as in situ profiles
attained from CTDs, XBTs, and instruments mounted on
elephant seals. Earlier iterations of SOSE did constrain to an
MDT derived from the CLS01 mean sea surface and the
EIGEN-GRACE03S geoid provided by M.H. Rio. This
MDT is different from Rio et al. [2009] in that it does not
include any ocean in situ observations. As explained in
section 4, however, the a priori uncertainty prescribed to
MDT constraints renders them rather noninfluential.
[16] An adjoint model is used to determine descent direc-

tions in minimizing a misfit function each of whose elements
has been weighted by an estimate of the approximate

observational plus model error [Wunsch and Heimbach,
2007]. The model is brought into near agreement with the
data by adjusting its control vector, here consisting of initial
and meteorological boundary conditions. In the SOSE solu-
tion model physics are a strong constraint that cannot be
violated. Although total consistency has not yet been
achieved, the existing 2005–2007 solution is in good agree-
ment with the great majority of the observations, and thus it
can be used to quantitatively estimate the properties of the
Southern Ocean circulation [Mazloff et al., 2010].

2.2. Scale Analysis and MDT Product Common
Differences

[17] In order to carry out detailed comparisons, all MDT
products are interpolated to the finer (1/6°) SOSE grid, and a
constant offset equal to the average of each respective
product between 64°S and 35°S is subtracted. The MDT
differences reflect both large-scale differences in ACC
strength and more localized differences along the path of the
ACC (Figure 1). The standard deviation of the four products
CNES-CLS09, MN05, EGM08 and GGM02C is ≤2 cm in
90% of the Southern Ocean. (Note that, since n is only 4, this
standard deviation does not represent a statistically signifi-
cant measure of the dispersion of MDT estimates.) However,
it reaches ≥20 cm in localized areas where MDT gradients
are high and the surface flow is restricted by topography,
such as near the Kerguelen Plateau, south of New Zealand,
and in the Agulhas Retroflection (Figure 2). Differences are
also significant near the Antarctic coast which is likely an

Figure 1. MDT differences from EGM08 in m. (a) EGM08-GGM02C, (b) EGM08-CNES-CLS09,
(c) EGM08-MN05, and (d) EGM08-SOSE (prior to constraining SOSE to EGM08).
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artifact of the methods. (Altimetry can be unreliable near
coasts and in the presence of sea ice.)
[18] The smallest root-mean-square (RMS) difference is

between the two gravity-based products GGM02C and
EGM08, as shown in Table 3. The two hybrid products
CNES-CLS09 and MN05 show larger differences, and the
greatest differences are between the four MDT products and
the MDT diagnosed from SOSE (Table 3).
[19] Differences between MDT products may stem from

their inclusion of observations from different time periods
(Table 2). Geoid temporal variability is small, typically
averaging less than 1 cm [Chambers et al., 2004]. The
temporal variability in the diagnosed mean sea surface,
however, can be significant (order 10 cm) [Andersen and
Knudsen, 2009]. To limit the differences in the MDT pro-
ducts arising from sea surface temporal variability, sea level
anomalies, h, derived from satellite altimetry may be used
to adjust the MDT products to represent a common time
period Tc:

MDTTc ¼ MDTþ �hTC � �hTMDT

� �
; ð1Þ

where the overline denotes temporal mean over the spe-
cific time period and the nominal time period of the MDT
product is designated TMDT (see Table 2). Here Tc is
chosen to be 2005–2007, corresponding to the SOSE time
period. In our calculations, we use gridded AVISO sea
level anomalies (ASLA, http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/)
to compute �hTC � �hTMDT

� �
.

[20] Counter to expectation, after applying the time cor-
rections we find that the RMS differences between the MDT
products increase rather than decrease (Table 3). As illus-
trated in the wave number spectra shown in Figure 3, the
spatial scales of the MDT products (green, magenta, red,
blue, black lines) and the ASLA MDT time correction fields

(cyan lines) differ. The five MDT products have a similar
spectral structure for wavelengths longer than about 500 km.
At shorter scales, the two gravity-only products (green and
purple lines) are effectively smoothed and do not retain
information below about 500 km, while SOSE (black line)
and the hybrid products (red and dark blue lines) retain some
energy at eddy scales. In contrast, the time correction fields
(cyan lines) have low energy at high wavelengths, and at the
shortest resolved scales, they show higher energy than all
but the MN05 MDT product. (The energy in the short
wavelengths in the MN05 MDT is likely noise resulting
from merging high wave number in situ observations and
low wave number gravity data. For most applications the
short wavelengths in MN05 should be filtered.) In an
attempt to better match scales we used a Gaussian filter (F),

Table 3. RMS Differences of the Productsa

Original Products

ORIGEGM08 GGM02C CNES-CLS09 MN05 SOSE

0 2.85 3.95 5.08 8.89 EGM08
0 4.61 5.19 8.86 GGM02C

0 5.95 9.38 CNES-CLS09
0 9.37 MN05

0 SOSE

Time-Corrected Products

TCORREGM08 GGM02C CNES-CLS09 MN05 SOSE

0 2.85 4.04 5.08 9.17 EGM08
0 4.80 5.20 9.15 GGM02C

0 6.09 9.91 CNES-CLS09
0 9.60 MN05

0 SOSE

aIn cm. In the time-corrected products, the correction was smoothed with
a Gaussian with half radius of ≈460 km.

Figure 3. Zonal wave number power spectral density
(PSD) estimates for the CNES-CLS09 (red), MN05 (blue),
EGM08 (magenta), GGM02C (green) products and SOSE
(black). Shown in cyan are the CNES-CLS09 sea level
anomalies (ASLA). PSDs are computed by Fourier trans-
forming 17 records from the circumpolar region without
land points (�60°S–57°S) and then averaging the squared
Fourier coefficients.

Figure 2. The mean (contours) and standard deviation
(color) of the CNES-CLS09, MN05, EGM08, and GGM02C
products (m). Also shown are horizontal sections corre-
sponding approximately to WOCE SR1, SR2, and SR3.
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with a radius of decay F(x) = 0.5 at x ≈ 460 km to smooth the
ASLA. However, use of the smoothed time correction fields,
MDTTc

, still resulted in increased RMS differences between
the products (Table 3). Since time corrections do not
improve the compatibility of the products, we have not
applied them in the analysis that follows. Determining how
one should properly account for the temporal representation
of the products, which likely requires accounting for more
than just spatial resolution (e.g., accounting for temporal
gaps due to sea ice) is left for future work. It is clear that the
complexities that arise in accurately determining MDT [see,
e.g., Bingham et al., 2008] also arise in determining the time
correction. For purposes where an MDT is needed to rep-
resent a specific time period, as opposed to a true long-term
mean, it may be more practical for the user to subtract an
altimetry-derived mean sea surface from a gridded geoid
product. As explained in section 2.3, however, this too has
drawbacks.

2.3. Uncertainty in Mean Dynamic Topography
Products

[21] Formally, the squared MDT error is composed of the
squared error of the mean sea surface s 2

ssh
and the squared

error of the geoid, sgeoid
2 . In principle, there are commission

errors that are in the resolved part of the data and omission
errors that refer to the unresolved, unmodeled part. Geoid
models are usually calculated as an expansion into spherical
harmonic functions truncated at a certain degree, whereas
sea surface height is a gridded product, additional compli-
cations arise when the two are combined, and some form of
filtering must be applied [see, e.g., Bingham et al. 2008].
Bingham et al. [2008] compared two methods for combining
mean sea surface and geoid, a pointwise approach where the
gridded geoid is subtracted from the gridded mean sea sur-
face, and a spectral approach where the spherical harmonics
coefficients of the geoid are subtracted from an equivalent
set of coefficients of the mean sea surface before gridding.
They argue for the latter approach, since truncating the mean
sea surface in the same way as the geoid ensures consistent
truncation omission errors and retains more information,
though it does introduce edge effects along the coasts that
need to be removed.
[22] Satellite altimeter measurements of sea surface height

depend on a number of independent observations, including
the orbit, the so-called sea state bias (altimeter radar noise
and electromagnetic and skewness biases), atmospheric
corrections (i.e., ionospheric correction, wet and dry tropo-
spheric corrections), and physical models of the ocean sur-
face, as well as omission errors induced by the smoothing
and aliasing of undersampled geophysical signals [e.g.,
Ponte et al. 2007]. Chelton et al. [2001] specified the total
(mean and time variable) globally averaged error for each
of these terms separately, with the largest being orbit error
(2.5 cm), and the combined root-sum-of-squares error was
estimated at 4.1 cm. Several of these terms are expected to
vary considerably in space [e.g., Tsaoussi and Koblinsky
1994]. Furthermore, the separation of the altimeter error
into time mean and residual is not unique, since temporally
varying errors do not necessarily vanish with increasing
averaging period: while the time-independent errors are typ-
ically below 2 cm, the risk of aliasing part of the time-varying

signal into the mean is high, as the standard deviation of the
time-varying component, the eddy error, is large, e.g., up to
25 cm in the Southern Ocean. The error budget of existing
time mean dynamic topography estimates may now be
dominated by residual errors in time mean altimetric cor-
rections [Stammer et al., 2007]. Understanding these errors
requires intimate knowledge of how the mean sea surface
was obtained, and there is much work to be done in pro-
ducing accurate uncertainty estimates. For example, the
formal error for the AVISO mean sea surface product
MSS_CNES_CLS_10 is reported to be smaller than 2 cm
over the Southern Ocean (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/),
but our findings of differences of up to 20 cm between MDT
products suggest that this formal error does not fully account
for all aspects of the commission and omission errors.
[23] Uncertainties associated with the marine geoid have

been reduced in recent years with the development of geoid
models that represent an order of magnitude improvement in
accuracy over previous satellite-based models [e.g., Zhang
and Lu, 2005; Pavlis et al., 2008]. By truncating the spec-
trum at some wave number, the total commission error is
reduced at the cost of creating an error of omission, hence
commission error increases with decreasing wavelength. The
GRACE GGM01 commission error predicted at wavelength
360 km is 1 cm [Zhang and Lu, 2005].
[24] While geoid uncertainties have been characterized,

MDT uncertainties are less readily available. The EGM08
RMS commission error over the global ocean was estimated
to average 6.1 cm, with values smaller than 5 cm over most
of the Southern Ocean, but 10–15 cm close to ice and land
[Pavlis et al., 2008]. Omission errors in the EGM08 product
are not estimated, and, due to the Gibbs’ phenomenon, may
be significant even at long length scales [Losch et al., 2002;
Bingham et al., 2008]. Neither of the hybrid products that we
tested provides an uncertainty estimate, though Maximenko
et al. [2009] compared a satellite based estimate of MDT
and the hybrid estimates of Rio and Hernandez [2004] and
Maximenko and Niiler [2005] and reported a global root-
mean-square (RMS) difference of approximately 7 cm, with
the largest difference south of 55°S. Vossepoel [2007] found
global RMS differences between five observational MDTs
to be between 4.2 to 10.5 cm, while reduction of differences
between MDTs with increasing filtering scales was smaller
than expected.
[25] Combining the above mentioned nominal (commis-

sion) errors for the mean surface and the geoid gives an
upper bound of about 7 cm over most of the Southern Ocean
away from land. The standard deviation between the pro-
ducts, which should be a lower bound as it omits errors
common to all products, suggests, however, that this 7 cm
upper bound of the nominal error is too small. Near complex
topography and strong currents the standard deviation of the
four products reaches 20 cm (Figure 2).

3. Assessing ACC Transports

[26] The ACC is by far the largest contributor to inter-
oceanic exchange, and the three continents surrounding
Antarctica each define a “choke point” of this exchange. The
choke points, denoted in Figure 2 using the three WOCE
Southern Repeat (SR) sections, are the Drake Passage
between South America and the Antarctic Peninsula (SR1),
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the SR2 line south of Africa, and the SR3 line south of
Australia or New Zealand. Any differences in the volume
transport through the choke points must be compensated by
other interocean links. Because the interocean exchange
provided by the flow through the Bering Strait is negligibly
small [Roach et al., 1995], flow through SR1 and SR2 is
expected to be nearly identical, while the 10–20 Sv west-
ward flow through the Indonesian Throughflow means that
SR3 should carry a slightly larger transport [Georgi and
Toole, 1982; Sprintall et al., 2009].
[27] Geostrophic velocities in the ocean can be determined

from the depth-dependent pressure gradient, which in turn
can be integrated to determine transport. We separated the
ACC transport into two components: a depth-independent
contribution that depends only on the gradient of the surface
height, h (i.e., the MDT), and a depth-dependent contribu-
tion that depends on the meridional in situ density gradients
[see, e.g., Griffies, 2004]

∂yp x; y; zð Þ ¼ g∂y rsh x; yð Þð Þ þ g

Z 0

z
∂yr x; y; z′ð Þdz′: ð2Þ

This separation is common practice in ocean models as it
separates the fast barotropic gravity waves that require
smaller time steps from the much slower baroclinic fluc-
tuations. Our equation (2) makes use of the reasonable
assumption of a vertically well-mixed surface layer with
constant density, rs, such that

R
0
hr(x,y,z′)dz′ = rsh. In the

following, we further approximate the surface density to be
spatially constant, r0, so that contributions to the depth-
independent transport from horizontal surface density gra-
dients are assumed negligible. Then, the geostrophic zonal
ACC transport is separated into a depth-dependent contri-
bution, Ubc, that depends on the meridional density gradients
and is depth dependent but independent of MDT, and a
depth-independent contribution, Ubt, due to the surface
height gradient. For readability, we refer to the depth-
dependent component as baroclinic, and to the depth-
independent component as barotropic, though this is not
rigorously how these components are defined. The vertically
integrated velocities are determined as follows:

Ubc ¼ �g= f r0ð Þ
Z 0

z
∂yrdz; ð3Þ

Ubt ¼ �g= f r0ð Þ∂y rshð Þ ¼ � g=fð Þ∂yh: ð4Þ

[28] Note that the baroclinic transport as defined here
differs from some other studies’ usage of the term, in which
transports are calculated by integrating thermal wind up
from the ocean floor [e.g., Cunningham et al., 2003]. In
some cases, Southern Ocean studies have assumed geo-
strophic transport to be negligible at the ocean floor [e.g.,
Georgi and Toole, 1982; Cunningham et al., 2003].
[29] The total geostrophic ACC transport is thus given by

Tg ¼
Z y2

y1

Z 0

�H
Ubc þ Ubtð Þdzdy: ð5Þ

We determine Ubt using the MDT products, and estimates of
Ubc are obtained from SOSE density gradients or from the

WOCE 98 [Gouretski and Jancke, 1998] (hereafter referred
to as GJ98) climatology. Baroclinic transports from several
CTD sections were also evaluated in attempt to gauge
uncertainty.

3.1. Transport Differences

[30] Figure 4 shows MDT along constant longitudes close
to the three WOCE Southern Repeat sections. Transport
calculations are sensitive to the integration endpoints y1 and
y2 in equation (5). In order to minimize the influence of
southern endpoints, we calculated transports with respect to
the zero contour of the SOSE vertically integrated geo-
strophic transport stream function (southern vertical lines in
Figure 4 and southernmost contour in Figure 5). To assess
uncertainty with respect to the endpoints, we also calcu-
lated transports for other y1 and y2 limits, as discussed in
section 3.2.
[31] The transports through the Southern Ocean constric-

tion points determined using the MDT products vary widely.
Baroclinic transports calculated from GJ98 are consistently
weaker than in SOSE, owing to consistently smaller shear in
GJ98 (Figure 6). The transports using the SOSE baroclinic
state are, in general, more consistent with previous magni-
tude inferences so we discuss these numbers, though both
estimates are given in Table 4. Cumulative transports in
Figure 7 show differences in frontal locations, resolution,
and current strengths. The location and strength of the
Agulhas Current system for example varies widely between
products (Figures 7c and 7d). The transport estimates using
the CNES-CLS09 and MN05 products are larger than that
inferred using the SOSE MDT for SR1 and SR3, but lower
for SR2. Using the GGM02C product the transport is larger
than SOSE through SR2 and SR3, but lower for SR1. The
differences are substantial, and as we discuss in section 3.2,
are statistically significant.
[32] Furthermore, the transport calculation yields signifi-

cant implied divergence between the sections. As noted in
the introduction, the ACC system exhibits relatively little
divergence [Mazloff et al., 2010], meaning that the flow
between SR1 and SR2 should be consistent within uncer-
tainty. The flow between these sections and SR3 should also
be consistent, with the caveat that SR3 should be larger by
approximately 10–20 Sv due to the Indonesian Through-
flow. The MDT products, however, imply large divergences
and are inconsistent between constriction points. Using the
SOSE baroclinic state, which gives a result more consistent
with volume conservation than does GJ98, the CNES-
CLS09 MDT implies a 37 Sv divergence between SR1 and
SR2. EGM08 has a divergence of 15 Sv between this sec-
tion, and a 31 Sv divergence between SR2 and SR3.
GGM02C has a divergence of 46 Sv between SR1 and SR2.
MN05 yields a divergence of 61 Sv between SR1 and SR2,
and a 99 Sv divergence between SR2 and SR3. The diver-
gences often increase even further when density gradients
from the GJ98 climatology are used (Table 4).
[33] With the exception of the 10–20 Sv divergence in the

Indo-Pacific region due to the Indonesian Throughflow,
ACC divergence is not expected at any longitude. To illus-
trate the larger picture and try to determine where mass
conservation is being broken, we plot the 140 Sv transport
contour in Figure 5. There are regions where this contour is
found at similar latitudes for all products. However, there are
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other regions (e.g., the southeast Pacific), that are charac-
terized by diverging contours. In these regions total transport
estimates determined from the MDT products combined
with hydrography are inconsistent with mass conservation.
Figure 5 also shows that for most longitudes, the 140 Sv
streamline is further north in the pure SOSE results than in
results derived using any of the four MDT products to

determine Ubt. This implies that for most longitudes, all four
products have larger meridional MDT gradients across the
ACC.

3.2. Uncertainties in Transport Calculation

[34] Formally, from equations (3), (4), and (5), the
uncertainty in geostrophic transport is composed of the

Figure 5. Latitudes of 140 Sv contours when transports are
based on zero contour of SOSE geostrophic stream function
(black southernmost contour), for EGM08 (magenta),
GGM02C (green), CNES-CLS09 (red), MN05 (blue) and
SOSE (black) (SOSE baroclinic transport used for all).
Large jumps in the 140 Sv contour implies unphysical mass
divergences in the derived transports.

Figure 6. Zonal baroclinic ACC transports as defined in
equation (3) for SOSE (solid lines) and GJ98 (dashed lines)
and SR1 (black), SR2 (blue), and SR3 (red).

Figure 4. MDTs along (a) SR1, (b) SR2 and (c) SR3 (see
Figure 2). SOSE (black), CNES-CLs09 (red), MN05 (blue),
GGM02C (green), and EGM08 (magenta). The black vertical
lines denote the limits used for ACC transport calculations.
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uncertainties in ∂yh, ∂yr, H, and dy. In a simplified way, the
uncertainty in geostrophic transport may be summarized in
three terms:

s2
Tg

¼ s2
Tbt

þ s2
Tbc

þ s2
Tdc
; ð6Þ

where sTbt
is the uncertainty in the MDT, sTbc

is the uncer-
tainty in the density, and sTdc

is the uncertainty associated
with discretization (the gridding, ocean depth, and meridio-
nal distance). While errors in these three terms could be
correlated, they each result from distinctly different pro-
cesses, and it is a reasonable approximation to treat them as
uncorrelated variables; if the terms were correlated, then the
effect would be to slightly reduce the size of sTg

2 .
[35] In transport estimates, in addition to MDT commis-

sion and omission errors, uncertainties also arise from
mapping procedures and subsequent area integration of the
transport-related variables. Transport estimates are sensitive
to the accuracy of discretized ocean depth and the integra-
tion endpoints y1 and y2 in equation (5).
[36] To estimate sTdc

, we can compare the transport cal-
culated from the mean zonal velocity in SOSE directly, with
the geostrophic transport calculated a posteriori from the
SOSE mean temperature, salinity and sea surface height. As
shown in Table 4, the zonal geostrophic SOSE ACC trans-
port is 147 Sv for SR1 and 145 Sv for SR2. The ACC
transport calculated from the total velocity is 150 Sv for the
2005–2007 mean for these sections. Ageostrophic compo-
nents of the velocity account for no more than 1 Sv, and we
attribute the rest of the difference of up to 4 Sv to dis-
cretization error from the a posteriori calculation of the
geostrophic transport with a slightly different grid and land
mask. The choice of endpoints y1 and y2 also matters for the
transport estimate. From Table 4 the uncertainty is in the
range of up to about 8 Sv when uncertainty in the endpoints
is about 1° latitude. The exception is the northern endpoint
of the SR2 section, where the net zero transport of the
Agulhas leakage has to be properly accounted for. A liberal
estimate for the discretization error seems to be sTdc

� 10 Sv.
[37] Once the variables are discretized, the uncertainty in

the barotropic transport due to the uncertainty in the gradient
of MDT needs to be taken into account. Thereby, the error
close to land and ice of MDT is larger than for the interior
ocean. An estimate of uncertainty can be made by consid-
ering that the barotropic transport Tbt =

R
y1
y2
R
�H
0 (�g f �1∂yh)

dzdy, and by assuming a constant ocean depth H, sbt �

(�g/f )Hsh. Choosing H = 3000 m and sh to be 5 cm
results in an estimate of sTbt

� 20 Sv.
[38] To estimate sTbc

we can use the differences in GJ98
and SOSE baroclinic transports, Tbc. These differences are
up to 40 Sv, because GJ98 has smaller baroclinicity than
SOSE as a result of smoothing and low resolution. These
differences, however, overestimate the uncertainty in the
SOSE Tbc that we are using for our estimate. Another way to
gauge the uncertainty of the mean Tbc comes from the
standard deviation in time from the WOCE lines. At SR1,
Cunningham et al. [2003] found the uncertainty of transports
relative to the deepest common level to be �7.8 Sv, based
on the standard deviation of baroclinic geostrophic trans-
ports. Similarly at SR3, Rintoul and Sokolov [2001] calcu-
lated the baroclinic transport uncertainty to be �10 Sv. On
this basis, we estimate the baroclinic transport uncertainty
sTbc

to be �10 Sv.
[39] In total, we estimate the geostrophic transport uncer-

tainty, sTg
, to be about 24 Sv, on the basis of the summed

squares of the discretization error, nominal errors for the
MDT, and the standard deviation in Tbc. The transport
determined here using MDT products (Table 4) is on the
high end of previous inferences (Table 1), though with sTg

�
24 Sv they are for the most part consistent (possible excep-
tions being CNES for SR1 and MN05 for SR3). A primary
concern is that the divergence implied by the MDT calcu-
lations substantially exceeds 24 Sv, and even the 24

ffiffiffi
2

p
Sv =

34 Sv as would be the uncertainty for a difference of two
independent observations. In reality, errors at the three
choke points are expected to be correlated, and therefore we
expect the divergence between lines to be less than 34 Sv.
The divergence of ACC transport determined from the
combination of MDT products with the SOSE baroclinic
state exceeds this liberal uncertainty estimate, implying a
failure of mass conservation.

4. Fit to SOSE

[40] One test of MDT products is to evaluate the extent to
which ocean circulation in SOSE can be made consistent
with them. SOSE has always imposed an MDT constraint;
earlier iterations included a cost function term penalizing the
weighted misfit squared between an observationally esti-
mated MDT (CLS01 mean sea surface and the EIGEN-
GRACE03S geoid had been used) and the computed SOSE
MDT, (�hSOSE � �hMDTproduct )

2s�2. For this study, we modi-
fied the MDT cost function to constrain SOSE to all four
MDT products, assuming no time correction. We also
implemented a fifth constraint, using the EGM08 MDT with
the proper time correction. In our calculations, the uncer-
tainty estimate, s, was the standard deviation of the products
(Figure 2), but capped not to go below 5 cm.
[41] Ten iterations of SOSE were completed using this

modified constraint. Due to the magnitude of these uncer-
tainty estimates (i.e., weighting in the least squares optimi-
zation) the MDT constraints were weak, accounting for only
about 1.3% of the total constraints, while the bulk of the
constraints resulted from in situ temperature and salinity
observations and also sea level anomaly observations. The
resulting costs (i.e., weighted mean squared misfits) associ-
ated with the MDT product are given in Table 5. Because the
differences between the MDT products are smaller than the

Table 4. Summary of ACC Transports Using SOSE Baroclinic
Transports and GJ98 Using the Zero Contour of SOSE Geostrophic
Streamlinea

SR1 Drake SR2 Africa SR3 Tasmania SR1-SR2

CNES-CLS09 172 � 6 (224) 135 � 31 (169) 164 � 4 (188) 37 (55)
EGM08 151 � 3 (205) 136 � 13 (166) 167 � 4 (194) 15 (39)
GGM02C 142 � 2 (182) 188 � 23 (219) 175 � 3 (200) 46 (37)
MN05 159 � 4 (211) 98 � 18 (133) 187 � 7 (213) 61 (78)
SOSE 147 � 5 145 � 15 159 � 3 2

aSee Figure 5. The numbers in parentheses are for GJ98. The error given
is the standard deviation of the transport 1° around southern and northern
endpoints. Note that SOSE values differ from the ones given in Table 1,
where transports were calculated from meridional and vertical integration
of velocities directly (see text).
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differences relative to SOSE (Table 3), we plot only initial
misfit to EGM08 (Figure 1d) and note that the spatial
structure is common for all products. The initial misfit
shown in Figure 1d implies two types of discrepancies
between SOSE and EGM08 (or the other MDT products).

The large-scale north–south gradient in Figure 1d, with blue
shading to the south of the ACC (�hEGM08 < �hSOSE) and red to
the north (�hEGM08 > �hSOSE), implies a large-scale difference
in the meridional MDT gradient. In addition Figure 1d also

Figure 7. (left) Cumulative zonal ACC transports, calculated from MDT gradients and SOSE density
gradients for the data products for (a) SR1, (c) SR2 and (e) SR3. (right) Cumulative zonal barotropic trans-
ports associated with MDT gradients, for (b) SR1, (d) SR2 and (f) SR3. SOSE (black), CNES-CLS09
(red), MN05 (blue), GGM02C (green), and EGM08 (magenta).
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shows isolated patches with MDT differences as large as
0.5 m, particularly near Crozet and Kerguelen Islands in the
south Indian Ocean and near the Campbell Plateau south of
New Zealand, which are both associated with flow around
specific bathymetric features.
[42] The 10 SOSE iterations carried out were insufficient

to produce a fully converged solution, and costs descended
steadily through all iterations. However, 10 iterations were
sufficient to let us evaluate the general consistency of the
state estimate solution with the MDT products. All four
products showed significant cost reductions over the 10
iterations. This is an important result, as it shows that the
MDT constraints provide information that is largely consis-
tent with model physics and the majority of other observa-
tions. The cost reduction varied depending on the MDT

product (Table 5). The greatest reduction was about 20%
and was for the products derived solely from geoid obser-
vations: EGM08 and GGM02C. The products that combined
ocean and geoid observations were less consistent with
SOSE, as they had a cost about 10% higher, and the reduc-
tion was less significant: about 18% for CNES-CLS09 and
16% for MN05. The larger discrepancies between hybrid
products and SOSE may stem from these products’ exten-
sive reliance on ocean surface drifter observations, which
(as noted in section 1) tend to be biased in the Southern
Ocean because of drogue losses [Grodsky et al., 2011] and
wind slip correction problems at high wind speeds [Niiler
et al., 2003; Elipot and Gille, 2009; Grodsky et al., 2011].
This has the potential to result in an overestimate of sur-
face ACC flow, and correspondingly an elevated meridi-
onal MDT gradient.
[43] However, products based solely on altimetry and

gravity data also show an elevated MDT gradient, suggest-
ing that the altimetry/gravity fields also have large-scale
biases, perhaps associated with challenges in determining
accurate MDT information near the seasonally varying ice of
the Antarctic continent. Overestimation of ACC transport
was also diagnosed in an inverse method in the SR3 section,
as well as inconsistency between an older MDT product
(CLS-SHOM98.2) and hydrography [Losch and Schröter,
2004]. Andersen and Knudsen [2009, Figure 11] compare
DNSC08 MDT with OCCAM MDT and find a similar bias
of the satellite product with respect to the model. It is unclear
whether this bias is unique to the Southern Ocean. Earlier

Table 5. Normalized Cost When Initially Put in SOSE and After
10 Iterations of the Adjoint Methoda

Initial
Cost

Cost After
10 Iterations

Percent Cost
Decrease

〈(�hSOSE � �hEGM08 + MDTTc
)2sMDT

�2 〉 4.137 3.777 8.708
〈(�hSOSE � �hEGM08)

2sMDT
�2 〉 1.909 1.520 20.370

〈(�hSOSE � �hCNES�CLS09)
2sMDT

�2 〉 2.175 1.774 18.418
〈(�hSOSE � �hGGM02C)

2sMDT
�2 〉 1.847 1.487 19.498

〈(�hSOSE � �hMN05)
2sMDT

�2 〉 2.091 1.749 16.340
Total average MDT cost 2.357 1.986 15.733

aNormalized cost is the average misfit squared divided by uncertainty,
sMDT, squared. The percent cost reduction is also given. The total MDT
cost was about 1.3% of the overall total cost.

Figure 8. (top) Zonal mean and (bottom) root zonal mean square misfit, �hSOSE � �hMDT, for the EGM08
(magenta line), CNES-CLS09 (red line), GGM02C (green line), MN05 (blue line), and time-corrected
EGM08 (black line) MDT products. The initial misfit (no optimization) is denoted with a thin line, while
the thick line denotes the fit after 10 iterations of adjoint method optimization. The root zonal mean square
fit was improved at almost all latitudes. The zonal mean misfit bias of an increased large-scale meridional
gradient in the MDT products (i.e., compared to SOSE, the MDT products have lower �h poleward of the
ACC and greater �h equatorward of the ACC) was not significantly reduced.
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analyses using a North Atlantic inverse model also showed
overestimation of sea surface height gradients in MDT pro-
ducts [e.g., Wunsch, 1993; Martel and Wunsch, 1993], but
we have not identified more recent analyses of this type.
[44] As discussed in section 2.2, one should account for

discrepancies in the temporal sampling of the MDT con-
straints and the state estimate. However, this again proved
nontrivial: our “time-corrected” version of the EGM08 MDT
provided a poor constraint to SOSE, with double the cost
of the other MDT constraints. As shown in Table 5, after
10 iterations, the cost reduced by just 8.7%. Further work is
needed to determine how to properly account for the tem-
poral sampling of the MDT products.
[45] Geographically, we find that in 10 iterations, the cost

associated with the MDT products was reduced at all lati-
tudes (Figure 8); however this was primarily achieved by
reducing large magnitude local misfits, especially in the
Argentine Basin (�50°W), around Kerguelen (�60°E), and
in the Antarctic-Pacific Rise (�130°W; see Figure 9). The
large-scale zonal mean misfit (SOSE - MDT) was not sub-
stantially improved (Figure 8). The bias of �4 cm south of
55°S and ��3 cm north of 35°S implies the MDT products
yield greater barotropic transport than SOSE. If the optimi-
zation had diminished this misfit, it would have likely
resulted in significant changes to the SOSE solution due to
interactions of the increased barotropic flow with the com-
plex topography of the Southern Ocean. Of course, the bar-
otropic transport can be compensated by baroclinic transport,
and in this way leave bottom flows and topographic interac-
tions unchanged. The baroclinic structure in SOSE, however,
is well constrained by in situ measurements (e.g., Argo
floats), and thus any baroclinic transport change would have

to be consistent with the in situ observations. The fact that the
optimization did not correct this misfit in the large-scale
meridional gradient therefore suggests some inconsistencies
between the meridional gradient in the MDT products and
the dynamical (i.e., model physics) and hydrographic (i.e., in
situ observation) constraints. However it is possible that if
more iterations were carried out, the misfit reduction could
increase and become more significant.

5. Summary and Discussion

[46] We have evaluated four widely used Southern Ocean
MDT products along with the MDT diagnosed from SOSE.
Our aim has been to evaluate the MDT products and their
applicability to ACC transport estimates, to assess their
uncertainties, and to use them as a constraint for a Southern
Ocean assimilation.
[47] A priori uncertainties for the MDT products are not

well characterized, but often assumed to be on the order of
10 cm in oceanographic applications [Andersen and
Knudsen, 2009]. We found that RMS differences between
the MDT products can reach 20 cm close to topographic
features and where MDT gradients are large. These differ-
ences exceed the �10 cm magnitude assumed above, and
should serve as a new lower bound on total uncertainty for
MDT products.
[48] MDT products cannot easily be corrected to match

a particular time period, and contrary to expectation, a
time correction calculated from averaging and smoothing
the gridded AVISO sea level anomaly product increases
the RMS differences. MDT products (and particularly
GGM02C, EGM08) filter out eddy scales in such a way that
temporal variations in estimated MDT cannot be removed
simply by subtracting out time-averaged altimetric sea sur-
face heights for a particular time period. In addition, the
identification of a representable time period for the MDT is
problematic since the diverse data that have been used to
calculate the MDT may refer to different, only partly over-
lapping, time periods themselves. Andersen and Knudsen
[2009, Table 4] report time period corrections do slightly
improve global RMS differences between two MDT pro-
ducts, but methods to determine the applied correction are
not trivial.
[49] Compared with SOSE or historic hydrographic esti-

mates, the MDT products generally exhibit larger meridional
MDT gradients across the ACC, and imply a greater ACC
transport. Hybrid products rely on surface drifter data that
were designed to be drogued to follow ocean currents, but
may experience uncorrected wind slip [Niiler et al., 2003;
Elipot and Gille, 2009; Grodsky et al., 2011], which would
result in an elevated transport and overestimated MDT gra-
dients. However, the two altimetry/gravity-data-only pro-
ducts also exhibited a bias toward larger meridional MDT
gradients as compared to SOSE and other observations. This
could possibly be associated with challenges in using alti-
meters to determine the time-averaged sea surface height in
the presence of sea ice. However, since the large-scale gra-
dient is larger even away from the ice edge, it is unclear what
other factors could lead to such a bias, and whether this bias
is unique to the Southern Ocean. Clearly, further studies are
needed to explore this issue with the large-scale gradient.
Comparing different observational and modeled MDTs as a

Figure 9. Change of squared misfit ((�hSOSEinitial
� �hEGM08)2� (�hSOSE10

� �hEGM08 )2) with respect to EGM08 after 10
iterations of the adjoint method in meters squared. Blue
denotes region where the fit is improved (i.e., misfit was
reduced). The 2800 m bathymetric contour is shown (black
line). The change in fit is characterized by small-scale fea-
tures occurring largely in regions where the influence of
eddies and topography is strong.
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function of filter scale, Vossepoel [2007] suggested that
uncertainties at the larger spatial scales may not be much
smaller than uncertainties at the smaller scales, and they
conclude that improvement of mean sea surface estimates
from satellite altimetry may be needed to improve MDT
estimates at larger scales.
[50] The MDT products are generally inconsistent with the

basic principle that the ocean circulation conserves mass.
The calculations of transport from MDT products are sen-
sitive to a number of factors including, among other things,
the northern and southern limits used to estimate transport.
We estimate the uncertainty in our transport calculation to be
�24 Sv. However, this rather liberal uncertainty estimate is
insufficient to account for the significant transport diver-
gences inferred at the Southern Ocean choke points.
[51] The MDT products derived solely from altimeter and

geoid observations (EGM08 and GGM02C) were found to
be most consistent with SOSE. These constraints showed
lower initial cost and almost 20% improvements after 10
iterations. Hybrid products might have been expected to
perform well because of their extensive use of in situ ocean
observations, but we found both the CNES-CLS09 and
MN05 products had 10% higher initial costs than the
altimetry/gravity-data-only products, and less reduction in
misfit was achieved. The less successful convergence for the
hybrid products may result from an uncalibrated wind slip
correction in the surface drifter data that were influential in
these products.
[52] While altimetry/gravity-data-only products do not

suffer from the potential drifter errors that might bias the
hybrid MDT fields, all products share a common trait that
improvements in the RMS difference with SOSE was
small scale and occurred in geographically isolated patches
near topography where the influence of eddies is large.
After 10 iterations, the large-scale north–south mismatch is
not corrected. This suggests again a fundamental mismatch
between SOSE and the MDT products at large scales and is
not surprising in light of the choke point transport incon-
sistencies identified. SOSE has a strong transport conser-
vation constraint, and therefore does not respond to the
large-scale north–south MDT gradient in any of the MDT
products.
[53] Our results imply that MDT estimates may be

improved by adapting the calculation procedure to include a
mass conservation constraint in the implied ocean circula-
tions. Further work is needed to fully assess all of the con-
tributors to uncertainty in the MDT products. This is in line
with previous discussions of underestimated true geoid error
and inconsistency of previous MDT products with hydrog-
raphy in the framework of geostrophic dynamics [Stammer
et al., 2002; Losch and Schröter, 2004]. Future work must
also determine the proper methodology to account for the
temporal representation of the MDT products.
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